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March Outlook: How Deep are the Scars?
The U.S. outlook brightened in February on better consumer data,
vaccine rollouts and larger-than-expected fiscal stimulus, but we
remain cautious about corporate balance sheets, global labor
market damage and a virus that continues to threaten economic
activity in many parts of the world. The recent good news has
ignited an inflation debate as markets go all in on the recovery trade
with rising sovereign yields, curves steepening and industrial
commodities rallying. What helps reconcile market euphoria with
the very mixed global data is that central bankers remain
concerned about the pandemic scars and have reiterated their
accommodative stance.

In the U.S., the labor market remains in pain amid elevated
shadow unemployment. Fiscal stimulus has proven effective in
supporting spending, but the tailwinds of the December package
are already showing signs of fading. With many small businesses
permanently shuttered, the timeline between reopening and a jobs
revival could lengthen. As bankruptcies and defaults are peaking, it
appears the worst of the shakeout may be over for larger
companies that have been able to tap capital markets.
In Europe, an ongoing recovery is evident, although its
underlying strength remains partly hidden by blanket
government support. Uncertainty remains as to whether
furloughed workers in pandemic-impacted sectors will be
reintegrated. Meanwhile, the return of private investment to prepandemic levels benefits from the easy financial conditions
maintained by the ECB and the extension of fiscal support. The
recovery funds to be deployed through 2026 should boost the
longer-term outlook, given their potential to increase productivity
and growth, especially in Italy where it is most needed. The main
risk in the next few months will come from further delays in the
immunization campaign, which will determine how fast the economy
can reopen.

So, just how deep are the scars? So far, the corporate sector
seems to have weathered the worst with cheap liquidity to service
debt and a rising number of ratings upgrades. Earnings season
exceeded initial expectations, too, but smaller firms that depend on
bank lending still struggle. Meanwhile, labor markets still face a
long and painful recovery. While public support has been
successful in replacing income in the U.S. and Europe, rising longterm unemployment will create stubborn headwinds.
Our baseline scenario remains the “Not Quite Recovery” as we
believe the massive government response continues to
underwrite progress, but it cannot ultimately heal all wounds.
The better news on U.S. activity has led us to upgrade our more
optimistic “Escape Velocity” scenario to 30% odds, but this scenario
implies a growth-driven inflation acceleration that we do not see.
We still attribute 60% to a more-muted recovery over the next 12-18
months, with an only gradual reflation. As the dream of winning
over the pandemic comes into view, bouts of volatility will shake
markets, but central banks are just as concerned about excess
slack in the economy and will reassure markets that an exit from
accommodation will not take them by surprise. This should be
supportive for risk assets, including equities, credit and Emerging
Markets, but differentiation is needed in picking winners and losers.
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In Asia, too, the outlook remains tied to vaccine rollout. The
Chinese government has preferred to ascertain efficacy before
deploying the vaccine to its large population, and this delay will
keep consumers wary. Still, the strong tailwind from global
trade and a government focus on technology investment
should drive a strong growth rebound and support a capex
revival. A double-dip in Q1 is almost unavoidable for Japan due to
the most recent lockdown, but the growth momentum should lead to
a rebound by Q2. Bankruptcies remain benign, but labor markets,
which have seen a bifurcated recovery across the region, have a
ways to go before returning to pre-pandemic levels.
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What Changed in February

WHAT’S NEW

WHAT WE LEARNED

•

The outlook on vaccine availability and rollout is improving in the
U.S.

•

American consumers are spending the additional fiscal stimulus
because of income support.

•

Cases in China and Japan have subsided, but the new variants
are spreading in Europe.

•

•

Recent economic data have improved, and further fiscal support
is on the horizon in the U.S.

A reform-oriented, pro-European, market-friendly government is
a reality in Italy, which increases the likelihood of recovery funds
being spent well.

•

Markets remain nervous about inflation, pricing in slightly tighter
policy, regardless of what Central Banks say.

•

Global trade remains very strong, aided by demand for ecommerce and fiscal support to consumers. Transportation
costs and supply shortages are driving some prices higher.

WHAT WE ARE HEARING FROM OUR TEAMS
•

Valuations of assets sensitive to rate rises are worth watching,
as well as cyclical recovery plays.

•

Despite certain fixed income sectors hitting all-time tights and
the fear of rising yields impacting higher duration assets, a riskon sentiment persists given the favorable economic backdrop.

•

WHAT WE ARE WATCHING

Price action has been broadly positive and undiscerning across
both COVID- and non-COVID impacted sectors, making it a
good time to exit/enter positions as PMs refine their recovery
scenarios.
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•

With markets worrying about an earlier rate hike in the U.S. and
faster withdrawal of monetary support in Europe and Asia, can
central banks offer enough reassurance?

•

How strong and sustainable will pent-up demand be in regions
where restrictions are lifted, also across income brackets?

•

Can vaccine progress accelerate in Europe and emerging
markets?

•

Will variants undermine the effectiveness of vaccine programs?

•

If the pandemic takes longer to control, which countries may feel
they have run out of fiscal space?

Monthly Spotlight: Real Estate Outlook
Our Real Estate Research Team believes the asset class has weathered the pandemic remarkably well, but
many trends have accelerated.
EUROPEAN COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE
CAPITAL FLOWS
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What has become evident is that the virus has mostly accelerated
existing, pre-pandemic trends in different ways across property sectors
and local markets. As a result, clear winners and losers will emerge. In
the U.S., data centers, warehouses, modern office stock, life science
and single-family rental will likely outperform, while most of retail and
major gateway cities should face setbacks.

Despite the severe economic weakness and deteriorating rental
growth outlook, core real estate pricing has held firm. Indeed,
thanks to massive support from central banks around the world and
the banking and financial market reforms implemented post-global
financial crisis, real estate capital markets have weathered the
pandemic remarkably well. Transaction activity in both the U.S. and
Europe, despite experiencing a sharp drop at the onset of the
pandemic, recovered swiftly as capital markets reopened. However,
while capital remains available, investors and lenders are being
highly selective given the bifurcated recovery. Sectors with the most
visibility on cash flow and future demand, namely industrial and
residential, have clearly benefited the most. Meanwhile, there is
almost no appetite for retail or lodging, the sectors hit hardest by the
pandemic and facing the greatest uncertainty.

It will be important to disentangle cyclical impacts from structural ones.
The collapse in tourism, for example, will likely prove transitory, while
the changing nature of business travel, working from home or the sharp
increase in e-commerce should be longer lasting. Indeed, it’s likely
these longer-term value drivers will continue to determine pricing
prospects and relative performance during 2021 and beyond.

Source: Real Capital Analytics, Barings Real Estate Research. More information can be found
here and here. As of January 31, 2021.
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Monthly Spotlight: Transportation Outlook
Moving people remains a struggle, but moving things is a great business, says our transportation working group.
TSA TRAVELER THROUGHPUT
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Strong consumer demand, inventory restocking, and single-family
construction are leading to a surge in demand for transportation that
moves goods. Meanwhile, a container shortage is driving delays for
goods purchased from China and increasing shipping costs, which
have skyrocketed to all-time highs. In December, spot freight rates
were 264% higher for the Asia-to-North Europe route compared with a
year ago. For the route from Asia to the U.S. West Coast, rates are up
145% Y/Y.

Passenger aviation demand turned even lower this winter as
COVID cases and restrictions rose across the globe. Even in China,
where domestic travel had recovered in the fall, domestic flight
departures fell ~25% since early January. With the Chinese
government discouraging people from traveling during the annual
Lunar New Year, 1Q21 traffic will likely remain weak. Around the
world, case counts and restrictions are keeping the near-term
outlook one of continuing stagnation. On the bright side, ample
liquidity, access to capital markets, and the likely return of air travel
demand in 2H21 should allow large investment grade lessors to
weather the storm.

While further volatility in container availability and elevated prices are
likely in the near-term, prices are expected to come down over the 12month outlook as supply and demand come back in line, some
spending begins to shift elsewhere as vaccines are more widely
distributed, and restrictions ease.

Once vaccines are widely distributed, pent-up demand should drive
the recovery. Domestic leisure travel is expected to lead the
recovery, while international and business travel will likely lag.
Source: TSA and Bloomberg. As of March 1, 2021.
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U.S.

The LABOR MARKET remains in pain with
elevated shadow unemployment and rising
long-term unemployment.

FISCAL STIMULUS is poised to further
support spending in the absence of jobs...

…however, SAVINGS are concentrated
among the higher-income cohorts.
HOUSEHOLD ASSETS BY INCOME, 3Q20
VS. 4Q19
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• While the unemployment rate’s quick fall
has been positive, other data suggests labor
market scarring is still a concern.
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Personal spending
Projected spending due to stimulus checks

•

Stimulus has boosted personal spending
almost back in line with pre-crisis levels.

•

Another round of stimulus checks is set to
pass. If consumers spend the same portion
of the checks as they did during the
CARES Act (the same Marginal Propensity
to Consume), then spending is projected to
rise to 9% above pre-crisis levels.

• The employment-to-population ratio for
those in their prime working years is 4 ppts
below pre-crisis levels, suggesting that
labor market slack remains elevated.
• Moreover, the share of those unemployed
for 27 weeks or longer continues to rise
sharply. Permanent and longer spells of
unemployment hamper prospects for future
employment and wages.

$4.0T

•

This is a conservative estimate, as the
MPC is based on the previous fiscal
support program when the outlook was
likely perceived as less reassuring.

Source: Bloomberg and the Federal Reserve. As of March 1, 2021.
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Nonfinancial assets

0-20%

Financial assets

•

While elevated savings will support the
medium-term outlook, data shows that it is
concentrated among the higher-income
cohorts—who have a lower marginal
propensity to consume.

•

The lower-income cohorts, which have felt
the outsized labor market impact, have
already spent most of the stimulus
received. While the overall spending
numbers will likely be impressive in 2021,
watch for weakness below the surface, as
the downturn has amplified inequality.

U.S.

…but corporate bankruptcies were much
less severe than following the global
financial crisis and are trending lower.

Many SMALL BUSINESSES are closed
and will remain permanently shuttered…

NUMBER OF SMALL BUSINESSES OPEN
COMPARED TO JANUARY 2020

BLOOMBERG CORPORATE
BANKRUPTCY INDEX
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Corporate defaults were not as bad as
feared, and companies continue to be
supported by stimulus.
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Small businesses were forced closed last
spring. While about half were able to open
over the summer, many will remain
permanently shuttered or require a gradual
reopening as restrictions ease.

•

Many feared that corporate bankruptcies
would skyrocket. While they did increase,
it was to a much smaller degree than initial
estimates called for, and the peak in
August was just a fraction of those seen in
2009.

Those employed at companies that have
permanently closed will not be able to easily • The better-than-feared performance can
return to work when restrictions lift. While
be attributed to massive government
new companies—such as restaurants—may
support in the form of fiscal aid to
take the place of ones that closed, this
consumers and companies, as well as the
would not be immediate and could cause a
strong Fed backstop given larger
longer return to pre-pandemic employment.
companies’ access to capital markets.

Source: TrackTheRecovery.org and Bloomberg. As of March 1, 2021.
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• Corporate defaults, even in the high yield
space, have been less severe than during
the global financial crisis.
• Additionally, the upgrade/downgrade ratio,
at 1.05 in 1Q21, is at its highest level since
2017. This means that rating agencies are
upgrading ratings more than downgrading—
a testament to the strength of the recovery
less than a year after the crisis began.

U.S.

CONSENSUS FORECAST

• Our view is largely in line with consensus for growth and inflation for 2021 and 2022
• However, we see a slightly stronger labor market recovery due to the brighter fiscal
spending outlook
Economic Growth
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Note: Unemployment figures are annual averages.
Source: Bloomberg. As of March 1, 2021. (E)—Bloomberg private market consensus estimates.
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Europe

A strong rebound in Europe will be driven
by strong manufacturing activity and
PRIVATE INVESTMENT.

Longer-run prospects are also aided by a
rise in the likelihood that STRUCTURAL
ISSUES can be tackled.
ITALY DEBT-TO-GDP RATIO

INVESTMENT Y/Y GROWTH
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Private investment has recovered more
than 95% of pre-crisis levels in all major
EU economies except Spain. Firms’
financing conditions remain easy, thanks
to public loan guarantees and cost
supports, including for wages.
This bodes well for the longer run euro
area potential growth recovery, in
particular because public investment
financed by the EU Recovery Fund will
start flowing in the second half of the year.

Source: Bloomberg and Haver. As of March 1, 2021.

Upside

•

•

•
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•

The PACE OF VACCINATIONS needs to
continue accelerating so the recovery does
not lag behind the pace in the U.S.

Downside

Mario Draghi taking Italy’s helm raises
expectations that EU funds will be spent
effectively and raise Italian growth.
Convergence of sluggish Italian growth to
the euro area average is crucial to make it
a better functioning currency area and
ensure its stability in the long term.
With Italy growing at the euro area
average, its debt/GDP ratio declines
steadily without the need of ECB support.
The chart plots this upside scenario.
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January

Latest

• Vaccine deployment has been slow in
continental Europe; it is now picking-up speed.
• Issues with manufacturing the vaccine and
resulting supply shortages are being solved.
Delays with inoculations can still create
headwinds for reaching herd immunity soon.
• As long as all countries, including China, are
not vaccinated, services will not recover fully,
in particular in tourism and hospitality. This will
hamper a full recovery of global growth.

Europe

Further LABOR MARKET IMPROVEMENT
will remain on pause until vaccination
programs are completed…

LABOR MARKET SLACK will keep a lid on
inflation in Europe.

…and SCARS are already visible.
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Latest data

Data up to the end of 2020 show that
most furloughed workers have been
reintegrated in the workforce.

•

The low-hanging fruit has been picked
though, as workers still in furlough are in
COVID-restricted sectors that will not
reopen until restrictions are lifted.

•

Policy support can only provide a bridge.
Labor markets will have to reabsorb those
out of work.
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•

Unemployment has risen sharply in Europe
relative to pre-crisis levels.

•

In the meantime, labor market slack will
keep wage pressures on inflation low.

•

There is diversification across countries.
Even with government support,
unemployment has increased more in
countries like Germany and the U.K., which
have dynamic labor markets.

•

Euro area inflation expectations, as
measured by the 5Y5Y swap rate, have
risen compared to the March trough but
they remain well below historical levels.

•

Unemployment has also risen significantly
in those weaker, less-dynamic countries
like Spain and France. It will be important
that policy remains supportive.

•

The recent sell-off in rates, in sympathy
with that in the U.S., will not likely last as it
is important for the ECB to ensure easy
financial conditions.

Source: Bloomberg and Haver. As of February 26, 2021.
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Europe

CONSENSUS FORECASTS

• Growth in the euro area should come in line with consensus expectations, at 4-5%, fueled by
vaccine rollouts and the low base effect
• U.K. growth will likely come in slightly below consensus, to 4.5%, as Brexit-related trade
disruptions weigh on an economy that already suffered one of the biggest contractions in Europe
Economic Growth
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Note: Unemployment figures are annual averages.
Source: Bloomberg. As of March 1, 2021. (E)—Bloomberg private market consensus estimates.
*Represents actual data.
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Asia Pacific

The latest VIRAL WINTER SURGE is
showing signs of easing, but the outlook
remains tied to the vaccination rollout.

CYCLICAL DYNAMICS, given the continued
tailwind from global trade, are pointing to a
capex revival in East Asia.

AVERAGE WEEKLY NEW COVID CASES

JAPAN MACHINE TOOL ORDERS Y/Y
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•

Ironically, Asia’s early success in virus
control means its natural immunity is low
and it is likely to lag in removing
restrictions. Vaccination rollout has also
been slow.

•

Reaching herd immunity will take some
time. Japan won’t begin vaccinating its
elderly population until mid-April. In China,
herd immunity wont be reached until
sometime in 2022.

The consumption recovery is poised to
continue in China given buoyant LABOR
MARKETS…

CHINA LABOR MARKET
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•

Growth will continue to benefit from strong
global trade, especially amid expectations
of additional fiscal stimulus in the U.S.
boosting demand.

• Strong activity data from this year’s Lunar
New Year holiday suggest demand is
staying resilient, despite pandemic
uncertainty.

•

Classic reflationary dynamics have
emerged as commodity prices rise and
yield curves steepen.

•

Meanwhile, significant upward inflationary
pressures may be difficult to achieve.

• Recovering domestic consumption holds
the key to continued strong growth
momentum in China, especially as
industrial sectors remain strong and the
labor market gradually recovers.

Source: Bloomberg, Haver and Goldman Sachs. As of February 24, 2021.
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Asia Pacific

...while in Japan, it is more uncertain. But,
growth momentum remains intact for a
CONTINUED RECOVERY by Q2.

The feared wave of CORPORATE
BANKRUPTCIES seems to have been
avoided, thanks to policymakers…

JAPAN CONTRIBUTION TO GDP GROWTH

BANKRUPTCIES

25%

…but LABOR MARKETS faced the brunt of
the damage and have a ways to go before
returning to pre-pandemic levels.
UNEMPLOYMENT RATE RELATIVE TO 2019
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•

The economy normalized faster than
expected in 4Q20, helped by robust
consumption, capex and goods exports.

•

A double-dip in 1Q21, due to the state of
emergency, looks unavoidable but should
prove temporary.
Expect continued tailwinds from pent-up
demand, elevated savings and strong
exports aided by U.S. stimulus.
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•

Abundant public relief has prevented a
tide of bankruptcies in the region, with
corporate balance sheets generally very
liquid, though at the expense of increased
debt.

•

While corporate scarring so far seems
limited, the bankruptcy and default outlook
will likely depend on continued economic
normalization. New variants and slow
vaccination rollout present risks.

Source: Bloomberg and Haver. As of February 24, 2021.
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• While strength in global trade has been a
boon to certain export-driven economies,
there remains a bifurcated labor market
recovery across the region.
• South Korea has seen significant labor
market deterioration recently due to the
latest surge.
• Labor market slack should prevent
inflation pressures from building too
quickly.

Asia Pacific

CONSENSUS FORECAST

• Our view is broadly in line with consensus for inflation and unemployment for 2021
• Our GDP expectations for Japan are slightly higher than consensus, given the tailwind from
fiscal spending and the revival in private capex, consistent with a return to pre-pandemic
level of growth by 2022
Economic Growth

03/01/2021

12/31/2018

12/31/2019

12/31/2020

2021 (E)

2022 (E)

Japan Real GDP (Y/Y %)

-1.2

0.6

0.3

-4.8

2.7 ▲

2.1 ▲

China Real GDP (Y/Y %)

6.5

6.7

6.0

2.3

8.4 --

5.5 --

Japan CPI (Y/Y %)

-0.6

1.0

0.5

0.0

-0.1 ▼

0.5 --

China CPI (Y/Y %)

-0.3

2.1

2.9

2.5

1.6 ▲

2.3 --

Japan Unemployment (%)

2.9

2.4

2.4

2.8

3.1 --

2.9 --

China Unemployment (%)

4.2

3.8

3.6

4.2

3.8 --

3.6 --

Japan Central Bank

-0.10

-0.10

-0.10

-0.10

0.00 --

0.00 --

Japan 2Y Note

-0.12

-0.15

-0.13

-0.13

-0.09 --

-0.10 --

Japan 10Y Bond

0.15

-0.01

-0.02

0.02

0.05 ▲

0.05 ▲

China Central Bank

4.35

4.35

4.35

4.35

4.30 ▼

4.30 --

China 2Y Note

2.77

2.75

2.75

2.75

2.79 ▲

2.58 ▲

China 10Y Bond

3.25

3.30

3.13

3.14

3.18 ▲

3.19 ▲

USD/JPY

106.86

110.27

108.61

103.25

104.00 ▲

107.00 ▲

USD/CNY

6.48

6.86

6.98

6.52

6.38 ▲

6.25 ▲

Inflation

Labor Market

Rates

Currencies

Note: Unemployment figures are annual averages.
Source: Bloomberg. As of March 1, 2021. (E)—Bloomberg private market consensus estimates.
*Represents actual data.
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Central Scenario
THE NOT QUITE RECOVERY (60% ODDS)
Fast, effective policy response from most key central banks and
finance ministries have shielded households’ and firms’ cash flows.
Unlike 2008, firms and households also entered this crisis in 2020
with strong balance sheets.

Analysis
The picture is mixed even in China, where the downturn was most
shallow and the recovery is most advanced, as retail spending lags
the recovery on the supply side. A private consumption recovery is
underway and helped by buoyant labor markets, but it continues to
be undermined by isolated COVID outbreaks and limited
government support to consumers.

The world economy will recover steadily, but slowly and unevenly.
Some firms continue to tap credit markets and enjoy strong
demand; others will suffer from permanent changes in consumer
behavior or run out of liquidity before demand returns. In this
scenario, global spending and investment are expected to rebound
over the next 12 months and return to 2019 levels, but there will be
divergences across regions and sectors:
• Not all household and corporate income will benefit from policy
support
• Lingering uncertainty around global demand
• Firms may cut labor costs to afford future investments, including
in green and digital infrastructure
• Vaccine availability will not be even across the world

In Europe, furlough schemes protect 70-80% of employees’
incomes, but independent workers are less protected and firms’
revenues have declined considerably. In the U.S., stimulus
packages have raised private incomes, and further support from
Congress should see the U.S. consumer weather the pandemic
largely unscathed.
The COVID-19 shock hit a global order that was already in
transition to address the challenges of climate change, rising
inequality and tremors in geopolitical alliances. The shock may
accelerate some long-term changes in behavior already underway:
digitization has made a quantum leap, teleworking has become a
credible alternative, and travel and leisure seem likely to find new
patterns.

Conditions
•

Continued policy support, especially in the form of direct
government payments to households and businesses
• Successful COVID containment so that consumer confidence
steadily returns

This points to new winners and losers across sectors and
countries. The job prospects of the millions in temporary layoffs are
unclear. Out of precaution, households are cutting spending, for
now. If vaccines are broadly deployed over the coming months, as
seems likely, will consumers forget about all the uncertainty and
jump back to spending and investing? Government support remains
essential even to achieve a “not quite recovery.”

Indicators to watch
•
•
•
•

Personal income, spending and savings
Non-performing loans, downgrades, bankruptcies
Unemployment dynamics and labor force participation rates
Consumer surveys and capex intentions

The above represent the views of Barings as of March 2, 2021, and are subject to change at any time.
These predictions may not come to fruition.
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Alternative Scenarios
ESCAPE VELOCITY (30% ODDS)

FISCAL CLIFF (10% ODDS)

COVID-19 vaccines are expected to be widely distributed by
midyear, so full normalization of economic and social life could
be achieved in most jurisdictions by the end of the year. If,
however, the rollout surprises to the upside, a faster
normalization in employment, growth, and inflation would ensue,
likely extending market euphoria.

If government spending is withdrawn prematurely, a central pillar
to the recovery will disappear. In the U.S., partisan tensions are
high, and better-than-expected activity could threaten approval of
further income support when it expires. The risk is lower in
Europe, where strong consensus aligns against withdrawing
support early. Discussions could heat up and some political risk
may emerge on the path to prolonging the escape clause from the
EU’s 3% of GDP fiscal deficit limit. Elections are due in Germany
this year. A renewed wave of the virus, in this context, would be
devastating.

Conditions
•

Having the majority of vulnerable populations in the U.S. and
EU either vaccinated or immune by end 2Q21
• If the same is achieved in Emerging Markets, the rebound will
be synchronized too

Conditions
•

Indicators
•
•

Timeline of vaccine rollouts and vaccination take-up
Vaccine effectiveness against new contagious strains

Indicators
•
•
•

Analysis
EU and U.S. governments have already booked enough doses
to vaccinate the entire U.S. and EU elderly populations, as well
as frontline health care staff. Still, distribution and inoculation
logistics are highly complex, and questions around efficacy and
safety remain partly unanswered.

A deadlocked U.S. Congress and political disputes in Europe
Rising long-term unemployment
COVID-19 hospitalization and fatality dynamics

Analysis
Politicians of all stripes initially stood united around the large
and lasting response to the crisis. There was talk of largely
unchecked public spending supported by central banks in a world
of low inflation and low growth. But with the initial signs of
recovery, the traditional debate has returned. The new U.S.
stimulus package looks encouraging, but talk of deficit reduction
could return. Europe needs to decide a new fiscal framework for
2022. The Chinese government has signaled it will begin to
withdraw some of its support as the recovery continues. Could all
of this turn in the wrong direction?

If vaccines prove to be as effective as they appeared in trials
and take-up is high, vulnerable groups’ immunity will make
lockdowns and restrictive measures unnecessary. Anticipating
this, investment and durable consumption will pick up solidly in
the next months globally, accelerating growth and normalizing
labor markets. Markets will power higher.
The above represent the views of Barings as of March 2, 2021, and are subject
to change at any time. These predictions may not come to fruition.
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Scenario Matrix—Economy

Scenarios
Not Quite Recovery

U.S.

Euro
Area

Japan

China

Escape Velocity

Fiscal Cliff

2021

2022

2021

2022

2021

2022

Comments

Growth

5.0%*

3.5%

6.5%*

3.5%

5.0%*

1-2%

Inflation

1.5-2.0%

2.0-2.5%

2.0-2.5%

2.5%

1.5-2.0%*

1.5-2.0%

Unemployment

5.0%

4.0%

4.0%

3.5%

5.0%*

4.5%

The U.S. outlook has been upgraded
due to a brighter viewpoint for fiscal
support. Vaccine rollout and fiscal
support will be key amid a weak labor
market backdrop

Growth

4-5%

3.5%

6%

3.5%

3%

2.5%

Inflation

<1%

1.0-1.5%

1.5%

1.0-1.5%

<1%

<1%

Unemployment

7.5%

7%

7%

7%

8.5%

8%

Growth

2–3%

2.5%

3-4%

3%

2–3%

1.5%

Inflation

0%

0.5%

0.5%

1%

0%

0.5%

Unemployment

3%

3%

2.5%

2.5%

3%

3%

Growth

8%

5.5%

8-9%

6%

8%

5%

Inflation

2%

2%

2-3%

2-3%

2%

2%

Unemployment

4%

3.5%

3.5%

3.5%

4%

4%

The above represent the views of Barings as of March 2, 2021 and are subject to change at any time. These predictions
may not come to fruition. GDP growth measured as year-over-year. Unemployment figures represent year-end values.
*Asterisks indicate updated estimates from one month ago.
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While the second wave of lockdowns is
hurting growth, the medium-term
outlook remains supportive with vaccine
progress and unwavering policy support

Firm commitment to fiscal stimulus and
structural support should limit downside
risks to growth, while the emergency
declaration is a near-term headwind

The recovery is more entrenched than
anywhere else, but it remains uneven.
Exports are robust, retail sales are
slowly recovering and stimulus exit will
likely be ahead of other developed
countries

Scenario Matrix—Central Bank Policy

Scenarios
Central Bank

Not Quite Recovery

Escape Velocity

Fiscal Cliff

Comments

FED

Fed Funds Rate: 0%
Balance Sheet:
Accommodative

Fed Funds Rate: 0%
Balance Sheet: Less
accommodative

Fed Funds Rate: 0%
Balance Sheet: Very
accommodative

In the Fed's new framework,
rate hikes only begin after
tapering purchases, perhaps in
2022, when inflation rises
consistently above 2%

ECB

Unwavering accommodation in
the form of more QE and
generous liquidity provisions to
counter the damage of second
lockdowns

Some acceleration in
inflation may create
disagreement on
accommodation within the
Governing Council but no
tightening action until 2022
at least

No change from Not Quite
Recovery scenario

Except for the Escape Velocity
scenario, inflation will remain
subdued and far below its 2%
policy target, and the ECB
remains under pressure to do
more

Policy rate stays negative;
Balance sheet: Accommodative

Policy rate stays negative;
Balance sheet:
Accommodative

Policy rate stays negative;
Balance sheet: Very
accommodative

Maintain easing, with bias
toward loans rather than asset
purchases, to support
economic growth and elusive
inflation target

Accommodation slowly
withdrawn through 2021

Accommodation slowly
withdrawn through 2021

Cautiously accommodative

Policymakers have signaled a
more “balanced” approach as
they pivot toward financial derisking

BOJ

PBOC

The above represent the views of Barings as of March 2, 2021 and are subject to change at any time. These predictions
may not come to fruition. Asterisks indicate updated estimates from one month ago.
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Scenario Matrix—Markets

Scenarios
Markets

Rates

Corporate
Credit

Equities

FX

Commodities

Not Quite Recovery

Escape Velocity

Fiscal Cliff

Comments

Policy rates unchanged;
10Y UST range-bound above
1%

Policy rates unchanged;
10Y UST biased higher,
averaging 1.5%

Policy rates unchanged;
10Y UST below 1%

Short rates anchored by central
bank policy

Spreads range-bound

Spreads move tighter,
benefitting HY over IG amid
higher rates

Spreads widen some

Liquidity environment
supportive of credit conditions

Modestly higher

Greater acceleration with
value benefitting amid
steeper curves

Likely lower

We expect some moderating of
valuations through 2021 as
more clarity on the vaccine is
priced in

USD range-bound

USD weakness continues

USD steady

A vaccine-led global
synchronized recovery should
sustain the USD downtrend

Oil, copper and gold generally
higher

Oil, copper and gold move
higher

Oil, copper and gold generally
range-bound

Supported by weaker USD and
continued global economic
recovery

The above represent the views of Barings as of March 2, 2021 and are subject to change at any time. These predictions
may not come to fruition. Asterisks indicate updated estimates from one month ago.
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resident in Japan, including any corporation or other entity organized under the laws of Japan.
FOR PERSONS DOMICILED IN PERU:
The Fund is not registered before the Superintendencia del Mercado de Valores (SMV) and it is placed
by means of a private offer. SMV has not reviewed the information provided to the investor. This
document is only for the exclusive use of institutional investors in Peru and is not for public distribution.
FOR PERSONS DOMICILED IN CHILE:
Esta oferta privada se acoge a las disposiciones de la norma de carácter general nº 336 de la
superintendencia de valores y seguros, hoy comisión para el mercado financiero. Esta oferta versa sobre
valores no inscritos en el registro de valores o en el registro de valores extranjeros que lleva la comisión
para el mercado financiero, por lo que tales valores no están sujetos a la fiscalización de ésta; Por tratar
de valores no inscritos no existe la obligación por parte del emisor de entregar en chile información
pública respecto de los valores sobre los que versa esta oferta; Estos valores no podrán ser objeto de
oferta pública mientras no sean inscritos en el registro de valores correspondiente.

As of December 31, 2020.
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